ADMISSION PROCEDURE
Firstly, you select the areas and programmes you are interested in. Then study the admission rules in the section “Admission Rules for Foreign Citizens” of the website of the St Petersburg University Admissions Office abiturient.spbu.ru. You can apply for either state-funded or fee-paying study. A successful application for a state-funded place gives you the right to: study at St Petersburg University free of charge; pay a discounted fee for university accommodation; and receive a monthly state academic scholarship.

DEADLINES FOR APPLICATIONS
• State-funded study: **11 February to 18.00 MSK on 8 June**
• Fee-paying study: **1 February to 18.00 MSK on 6 July**

STEPS FOR APPLYING


2. Complete, print and sign an application for up to three academic programmes

3. Submit the application and other required documents

4. Pass a competitive selection procedure:
   - A distance selection procedure for state-funded applicants’ documents (portfolios)
   - Entrance examinations for fee-paying students

5. Wait for the results:
   Lists of applicants who have successfully passed the competitive selection will be published on the portal of the St Petersburg University Admissions Office **not later than 23:59 MSK on**:
   - 2 July 2019 for state-funded study;
   - 23 July 2019 for fee-paying study.

6. When you arrive in St Petersburg, hand in the original copies of the documents to the International Admissions Office

**120 programmes**

**Duration: 4–6 years**
Online presentations of most academic programmes

ACADEMIC BENEFITS

The opportunity to live and study in St Petersburg, the cultural capital of Russia. The city is the winner of the international award World Travel Awards 2017, the “Oscar in Tourism”, in the nomination “Europe’s Leading City Destination”.

The academic programmes are interdisciplinary and meet fully employers’ requirements.

The opportunity to choose an individual programme that combines core courses with a choice of electives;

The opportunity to attend guest lectures by politicians from various countries, leading cultural figures and world-renowned scientists, including Nobel Prize winners.

Access to the resources of the St Petersburg University Research Park. Its equipment and technological capabilities are unique in Russia and a number of fields in the world.

Extensive business opportunities that include receiving a grant to develop your project in the Start Up project competition.

The opportunity to receive a grant that fully covers the cost of training, as well as a monthly scholarship.

The opportunity to take part in international student exchanges and international cooperation projects.

Participation in international student support activities including the Buddy Programme, the Introduction Week, and the International Students Club.

Membership in the alumni clubs of St Petersburg University, which operate worldwide.

120 PROGRAMMES

19 PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS, COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCES


13 NATURAL SCIENCES

Including: Biology, Geography, Petroleum Engineering, Chemistry, General Medicine

30 SOCIAL STUDIES

Including: Management, Economics, International Relations, Russian Studies, Tourism, Political Science

43 HUMANITIES

Including: Russian as a Foreign Language, English Language and Literature, Journalism, History, Liberal Arts and Sciences

14 ART AND CULTURE

Including: Environmental Design, Graphic Design, The Instrumental Performance Practice: Violin, Easel Painting, Graphic Design

PHYSICAL TRAINING AND SPORT

Choose a programme